Skanska: Bridging Prague Award

FINAL JURY MEETING MINUTES - May 24, 2012
Jury members present at 11:00: Adam Gebrian (AG), Lisa Diedrich (LD)
Jury members not present at 11:00: Jakub Cigler (JC), Alexandros Washburn (AW)
Alternate jury member present at 11:00: Michael Rink (MR) (MR to become official Jury member, to replace
Alexandra Udzenija who could not be present)
Competition Organizers present at 11:00: Regina Loukotová (Rector of ARCHIP), Paul DeLave (Reviewer of
Competition), Martina Sarvasova (Secretary of Competition)
Adam Gebrian (AG), Chairman of the Preliminary Jury leads the Final Jury session.
11:00
Initial introduction by Director of Competition and Reviewer of Competition.
-Michael Rink is made official Jury member, due to unavailability of Alexandra Udzenija
-Jury members present sign in
-Message from Alexandros Washburn that he will arrive later in the day due to a missed airline flight.
-Message from Jakub Cigler that he will arrive later in the day due to a conflict.
-Saskia Fukema (architect) volunteers as an alternate Jury member.
11:10
-Jury members present and Competition Organizers present agree that Miss Fukema cannot become an official
Jury member on the day of voting, because she had not been included as an official alternate in previous
competition literature and correspondence.
-Adam Gebrian offers a solution to meet official CKA guidelines for judging, so that all five official jury members
will adequately review the submissions and officially vote, which is as follows:
-In the morning session, Adam Gebrian will brief Lisa Diedrich and Michael Rink on the background of each
of the 19 schemes, so that they can individually deliberate.
-Later in the day, when Jakub Cigler and Alexandros Washburn arrive, Adam Gebrian will do the same
brief of the 19 schemes
-When the five official Jury members are all present in Prague, they will decide on a time for an evening
session to do the Final judging.
11:30-13:00
Adam Gebrian starts his one-by-one review of each project with Lisa Diedrich and Michael Rink. They review all
entries suitable for judging and the one out-of-judging scheme.
13:10
-A decision was made to re-convene at 19:00 for the final voting process.
-A protocol for final judging is discuss by the three present jury members (AG,LD, MR) and agreed upon, pending
approval by other two jury members, which is as follows:
-Jury members as individuals will place a pink sticker on the three schemes to be voted on for First,
Second and Third Prize.
-Jury members as individuals will place a green sticker on the three schemes to be given Honorable
Mention.
-At the end of this process, the entire Jury will discuss the schemes which received the most stickers, and
decide as a group on the First, Second and Third prize winners, and the three Honorable Mentions.
13:20 Jury members present break for lunch.
13:30 Saskia Fukema and Pavel Koch are named as Competition Consultants, with the ability to make
recommendations, but without voting rights.
13:40 It is announced that Alexandros Washburn has arrived at the Conference.
14:00-14:30 Adam Gebrian reviews the 19 submissions with Alexandros Washburn

18:00 Jakub Cigler arrives at the proceedings and reviews all competitors with Adam Gebrian
20:00
-Full jury consisting of AG, AW, JC, LD and MR reconvened for final voting procedures. All jury members agree on
the voting protocol as suggested at 13:10.
-The jury voted to award only two, not three Honorable Mentions, to schemes that had a very highly theoretical
character.
Voting: Unanimous:
Yes no abstentions
5
0
0
-Each jury member places three pink stickers on schemes to be voted on for First, Second and Third Prize.
-Each jury member places two green stickers on schemes to be given Honorable Mention.
-The jury starts intensive discussions and debates in front of each of the schemes that received at least one pink or
green sticker and come to decisions about the six final schemes.
20:30
Results are confirmed as:
First prize:
00490
Second prize:
00416
Third prize:
00089
Honourable mention:
Honourable mention:

00567
00666

-The Jury voted to name these five schemes as the winners.
Voting: Unanimous:
Yes no abstentions
5
0
0
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